
Discussion of SB 509 (Figueroa)

The heart of the matter is the policy conflict between those who focus on solving traffic
congestion by building more highway capacity and those who favor Smart Growth, which in the
Foothill Mission Corridor, involves Bus Rapid Transit, redevelopment to mixed uses and higher
densities, design for walking and bicycles, and parking management. In terms of policy
development, the highwaymen favor analysis that focuses exclusively on vehicle speeds and
throughput, while the Smart Growth advocates seek study of car-free housing marketability,
BURT feasibility, CSUH enrollment impacts, effects on local business revenues, and health and
environmental impacts. Most of our problem is that the City of Hayward is not studying what we
think needs to be studied, so that we cannot get the information we need to argue our case.

Where is the bill in the legislative process?

Senator Figueroa pushed the bill through the Senate and then, probably as a result of the letters
from HAPA and The Public Interest Law Project, requested the cancellation of a hearing
scheduled for July 7 before the Assembly Transportation Committee. The bill is now a “two-year
bill,” meaning it carries over to the 2004 legislative session.

What is the purpose of the bill?

The purpose, in short, is to remove a deadline in Gov. Code 14528.5 to allow Hayward to apply
again to the California Transportation Commission for approval of a local plan for Foothill and
Mission, which would mean funding for the alternative project in Hayward. However, Gov. Code
14528.7 and .8 allow the city to get the same funding without getting a new law, and allow
justice to be served for Caltrans tenants and affordable housing.

What is existing law?

Existing law is the Holmdahl bill, Gov. Code 14528.5. The Holmdahl bill was introduced and
signed into law, creating the present dilemma. Holmdahl sought to fund the bypass from sale of
surplus Caltrans ROW and to deny tenants the protections of existing law (the Roberti bill),
instead giving them lesser protections through relocation assistance and replacement housing.
Steve Ronfeldt of the Public Interest Law Project, the tenants attorney, has details. 

What does SB 509 do?

SB 509 repeats the Holmdahl bill except for changing a single deadline. Both bills are to fund
pavement projects at the cost of other values, without being effective at providing for
transportation, due to induced demand and indirect pricing. SB 509 seeks to fund a project which
is not as bad as the bypass, but still too destructive to let pass. The interests of the tenants, the
environment, and humane, efficient development are not being served.

What is the fiscal impact of the bill – short term and long term?



Short term, defined as two years, there would probably be no impact because the ROW is
unlikely to be sold in that time frame. Longer term, narrowly focused, there would also be no
impact relative to the existing STIP (State Transportation Improvement Program) and to SHA
(State Highway Account, for gas taxes) balances. The STIP would, in effect, simply reprogram
money from the bypass to the over-widening. The SHA would get the money from the sales, then
give it all to the Hayward project. 

However, approached as a matter of public policy, the bill would lead to expenditure of $80
million or more on a project which does more harm than good. The money could, instead, be
returned to the SHA and be reprogrammed by the CTC (California Transportation Commission)
for more desirable projects. 

What does the Department of Finance say about the bill?

The DOF is not up to speed on this project. In 2002 the DOF shared the misperception of
Assembly Appropriations staff on SB 1635, the Figueroa bill which preceded her SB 509. They
claimed it would have an adverse impact on the State Highway Account, which was not possible.
The CTC is equally important here, as they are also guardians of the SHA. Neither watchdog
agency is guarding the fiscal henhouse.
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